What works well
for partnerships
A toolkit to both celebrate and share
all the good work that is currently
being carried out across the country
around partnership working
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Introduction

Action for Children have developed this new resource for
partnerships entitled ‘What Works Well for Partnerships’
The aim of the resource is to both celebrate and share
all the good work that is currently being carried out across
the country around partnership working. The resource has
been developed through funding from the Department for
Education’s VCS grant funding programme.
The importance of high quality early childcare and education
care experiences is a central theme; high quality early education
makes a life-long, positive difference to children and working in
partnership facilitates and further enriches this. The many benefits
to a partnership approach are outlined and exemplified with top
practice tips.

The resource is divided in to the following nine sections:
1.	
Improving children’s outcomes through
partnership working
2.	Improving quality with a focus on Communication,
Language and Literacy
3. Improving children’s transitions
4.	
Building relationships and creating a shared vision
5. The value of equal partnerships
6.	
The role of the Local Authority in developing
partnerships with all providers
7.	
Provision for children with special educational
needs and disabilities
8. Engaging the sector
9.	
Supporting the funded entitlements: providing
a flexible offer for parents
Further information on partnership working, including
Action for Children’s partnership toolkits can be found here.
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Improving children’s outcomes
through partnership working

Joint training between early years settings, childminders and
schools can have an enormous impact on children’s outcomes.
A focus on high quality professional development and joint
moderation improves all aspects of practice, pedagogy and
leads to higher quality assessment information.
Joint moderation should be a collaborative process with colleagues
and undertaken throughout the year. This supports the quality
assurance of teacher assessment judgements and provides a
valuable opportunity for professional development.

Top practice tips
HULL HUBS
—— The Childcare Hubs have promoted and supported
better communication between sectors and different
providers within a geographical area. The focus
has been on improving quality and sharing good
practice within a group of schools and settings.
—— The training and CPD offered has increased the skills,
knowledge and confidence of practitioners which has improved
the outcomes for children in the Childcare Hub areas.
—— Joint moderation provides the opportunity for
colleagues from Hub settings to share and moderate
to ensure consistent and accurate judgements.
—— Delivering high quality evidence informed professional
development with known and reputable speakers.

—— Tailoring CPD to needs of practitioners, and the setting:
the Teaching School has provided training based on the
needs of the Childcare Hub Members including Helicopter
Stories (Isla Hill), Outstanding EY Provision (Anna Ephgrave)
Supporting Parents with their Child’s Mathematical
Development (Elaine Bennett) and Paediatric First Aid.
—— Specific training in response to the needs of the children for
example North Hull Childcare Hub held a Maths Event at the
Children’s Centre as this was highlighted as an area of Learning
and Development that needed strengthening for the locality.
Useful resources/links:
www.makebelievearts.co.uk
www.early-education.org.uk
https://osiriseducational.co.uk
DORKING NURSERY SCHOOL AND CHILDREN’S CENTRE
—— Working collectively within a geographical
area and having a key focus.
—— Taking shared responsibility for outcomes in a local area.
—— Communication is vital!
YORK
—— A key focus on improving quality: transition,
moderation, supporting vulnerability.
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Improving children’s outcomes
through partnership working

SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM
—— Whole city – whole sector approach
—— Funded events to develop relationships between
local providers and practitioners
—— Development of ‘Hub Champions’
Our Early Years team were aware that there was some good practice
already happening within the city with communication across
some settings. This information was established not only through
local knowledge but also by asking partnership working questions
in our termly sufficiency data collection. It was clear from data
and local knowledge that whilst group settings and childminders
communicated within their own sectors, partnership working across
all sectors could be improved. One issue highlighted was that
Childminders often felt undervalued and not recognised as equal
professionals. As a result of this information, it was decided to take
a whole city approach to improving partnership working by holding
a launch event to build links across all early years and childcare
providers and schools.

This event was a whole city approach, with attendance from
not only nurseries, childminders, preschools and schools,
but was also supported by councillors, health professionals,
a language consultant and the workforce development team.
To enable attendance from all early years’ providers, the
event was held on a Saturday. To encourage participation we
were fortunate to secure a speaker for the afternoon session
to deliver a session on ‘Communication Friendly Spaces’.
We also offered the event as funded, and therefore free
to delegates to reduce any barriers to attendance.

The aim of the event was to gather further information and views
on partnership working, to introduce practitioners to other local
providers and to plan future smaller local communication hubs.
These hubs were proposed to be provider led with ‘Hub Champions’
to lead and support this.

© Action for Children, 2018
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Improving children’s outcomes
through partnership working

SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM (CONT.)

Quotes from the day included:

We had a good response with 243 people attending the event on the
day. We had a fairly good mix of delegates:

“Good to network”

21% were childminders
46% were from pre-schools
4% were from schools (private, maintained and a special school)
29% were from private day nurseries.

“Positive bus around
the room”

Of the 102 early years group settings (nurseries and pre-schools)
from the PVI sector within the city, 57 were represented at the event.

“Brilliant day
making partnerships
with other people”

Of the 202 delegate evaluations, all felt that it would improve
their partnership working with 178 scoring it 5 or 6 out of 6 for the
event helping to improve partnership working. 61 delegates stated
they would definitely change some aspect of their partnership
working as a direct result of the day.

“Game changing”

“Being sat with other
local providers
was really useful”
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Improving quality with a focus on
communication, language and literacy

Focusing on communication and language is especially
important for young children; communication and language
provide the foundations for learning and thinking and underpin
the development of later literacy skills as well as their wider
knowledge and understanding. High quality interactions are
critical for fostering the development of communication and
language. There is a vast body of research evidence that parent
and family support for early learning makes the biggest difference
to children’s outcomes; in particular:

“The level and quality of
parental involvement in
learning is linked to a child’s
communication, language,
and literacy capabilities.”
H
 iggins, S. et al. (2017) Sutton Trust – Education
Endowment Foundation Early Years Toolkit.

Top practice tips
HULL HUBS
—— Evidence informed professional development
—— Reduced rate training for hub members
—— Training held at different settings with the opportunity to
visit the provision and to share ideas regarding good practice
—— Meetings with a clear focus on sharing best practice
—— Story bag library for schools and settings to borrow to enhance
storytelling and communication, language and literacy
Useful resources/links:
—— free resources such as Letters and Sounds:
Principles and Practice of High Quality Phonics
—— Sustained Shared Thinking and Emotional Well-being (SSTEW)
Scale for 2–5-year-olds provision
– Building trust, confidence and independence
– Social and emotional well-being
– Supporting and extending language and communication
– Supporting learning and critical thinking
– Assessing learning and language
—— Preparing for Literacy – Improving communication,
language and literacy in the early years

© Action for Children, 2018
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Improving quality with a focus on
communication, language and literacy

SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM
We incorporated CLL into the event in a variety of ways:
With our overall theme of improving communication across settings
we continued this into other aspects of the day. Our Early Years
team had delivered an event focussing on Communication Friendly
Spaces some years ago, we decided to revisit this by inviting the
international speaker to deliver a session during the afternoon of
our launch event as we knew this would be a popular choice for
providers and would assist with encouraging people to attend.
The speaker was a great success with 100 out of 202 delegate
evaluations stating that they would make changes at their setting
as a result of the session content. Since then, we have had a number
of settings sending in photos of the inspired alterations they have
made to their environment. These have been shared with other
providers on our Facebook page
We also used the theme of ‘Nursery Rhymes’ during the event –
naming all 33 tables with a different rhyme. We communicated
the message from our Early Language Consultant that research
shows that if children know more than five nursery rhymes by the
end of the early years, that they are more likely to be successful in
early literacy skills.
We posed a competition to gather up the rhymes during break times,
encouraging practitioners to write down the titles of rhymes they
were not familiar with and to research and use them in the setting.
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Improving children’s transitions

Children experience transitions on a daily basis; establishing
and building links between home and different care and
education providers is of paramount importance– when small
changes in a child’s life are supported by practitioners who
are knowledgeable and responsive this will enable them to feel
secure and understand that their world is safe and predictable.
Furthermore, working in partnership with families enables
practitioners to develop an in depth understanding of the
individual experiences of transitions for children.

“Where children receive
education and care in more
than one setting, practitioners
must ensure continuity and
coherence by sharing relevant
information with each other
and with parents.”
E
 YFS Statutory Framework, 2008)

Top practice tips
DUNNINGTON P.O.P.P.E.Y, CITY OF YORK
—— Partnership wide events and information sharing
YORK
Identifying good practice to ensure continuity of care where
children looked after by two providers. This included exchange
of information on:
—— daily activities and issues
—— child’s progress
—— planned activities
HULL HUBS
—— Practitioners have supported parents to visit settings
in the area when making decisions around provision
leading to improved relationships between settings has
made communication easier and more meaningful.
DORKING NURSERY SCHOOL AND CHILDREN’S CENTRE
—— Communication is the key to making it work! Drip
feed the process one step at a time – viewing it
as a process rather than a one-off event.

© Action for Children, 2018
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Improving children’s transitions

HUB AROUND THE PARK, TELFORD

however, the proposals to build stronger links in smaller localities
and keeping a focus on Childminder participation will hopefully
strengthen not only transition to school, but also transition between
all settings and particularly for children attending between settings.

—— The impact of hub working has resulted in
seamless transitions for children.
Useful resources/links:
Storypark is a digital platform that records a child’s ‘story’ through
text, photographs, video and audio files in order to enhance
children’s learning outcomes. Storypark developers have identified
potential benefits for children, parents and service providers
relating to engagement and attachment, responsiveness and depth
of communication, emotional support around transitions, parent
understanding of learning and curricula, assessment support and
tailoring teaching.
Julie Fisher’s book on supporting the transition from EYFS to KS1
Using well known nursery rhymes and stories across locality settings
to provide familiarity and continuity for children accessing more
than one setting.
SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM
Systems have been in place for a number of years to support
transitions to school within the city, with events being held in
the summer term which bring together schools and early years
providers in locality areas. These meetings were mainly attended by
schools and group settings however, childminders were less able
to attend due to working hours and care of their children. Timings
for transitions meetings for such large groups remain a challenge

© Action for Children, 2018

In one of the first hub meetings, the providers agreed a range
of five stories and nursery rhymes to use across their locality
settings which would also be shared with parents. This would help
children with familiarity and confidence when moving onto school
or other settings.
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Building relationships and creating a
shared vision – “The power of tea and cake!”

Top practice tips
DUNNINGTON P.O.P.P.E.Y, CITY OF YORK
—— We meet three times a year, hold one or two transition events
and are about to hold a stay and play information session.
HULL HUBS
—— This was very important when establishing the Childcare
Hubs. Each Hub has a similar vision but one which reflects
the needs of the local community. This unique identity,
with a logo designed by a child from one of schools
or settings involved, has been used on paperwork,
leaflets and flyers produced by each Childcare Hub.
DORKING NURSERY SCHOOL AND CHILDREN’S CENTRE
—— Partnership working, all agreeing what the vision
is and taking ownership of it Communication.
HUB AROUND THE PARK, TELFORD
—— It is a single source of information for all the
childcare and Early Years provision available in the
Stirchley, Randlay, and Hollinswood area.
—— It allows parents to customise their childcare
provision around their own individual needs.
—— This means that parents can take advantage of
more than one form of childcare as we will all be
working together to meet parents’ needs.

SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM
As part of the event, we asked delegates to sign up to our new
‘Partnership Pledge’ – joining settings together with the aim to:
—— continue to improve communication and partnership working
with neighbouring Early Years and Childcare providers
—— provide greater flexibility for parents to utilise their 30 hour
offer and to explore opportunities for increased occupancy
—— develop more seamless transitions for children through
communication and enhanced relationships with providers
—— work as a Partner in Excellence, sharing skills,
knowledge and best practice to further improve
outcomes for all children in Southampton
During the event, we asked providers how they felt partnership
working could be improved and also shared our vision of
Partnership Hubs, supported and led by local area Hub Champions.
During the event, 39 delegates signed up to volunteer as Champions.
A strong focus was communicated about the importance of the
value of all providers.
The event table plan meant that practitioners were seated in
locality areas and therefore discussing and planning with nearby
settings. We had childminder representation on most of the 33
tables. This locality discussion enabled discussion and reflection
for the needs of neighbouring providers and part of the discussion
was to consider local aims and goals of individual hubs. 173 pledges
were signed on the day.
© Action for Children, 2018
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Building relationships and creating a
shared vision – “The power of tea and cake!”

SOUTHAMPTON

PARTNERS IN EXCELLENCE
Our Partnership Pledge
We pledge to:
• continue to improve communication and partnership working
with neighbouring Early Years and Childcare providers
• provide greater flexibility for parents to utilise their 30 hour
offer and to explore opportunities for increased occupancy
• develop more seamless transitions for children through
communication and enhanced relationships with providers
• work as a Partner in Excellence, sharing skills, knowledge and
best practice to further improve outcomes for all children in
Southampton

Signed:

___________________________________

Provider: ___________________________________
Date:

12th May 2018

Southampton Early Years and
Childcare Team – Partnership Pledge
© Action for Children, 2018
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The equal value of partnerships

Top practice tips
SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM

DUNNINGTON P.O.P.P.E.Y, CITY OF YORK
—— There is a good mix of nurseries and childminders, in addition
to the school, who are active members of the partnership.
HULL HUBS
—— Very important and this ‘equal partnership’ was emphasised
from the first meeting.
—— Schools and settings have taken it in turns to host the meetings
so the Hub is seen as not specific to one school or setting
but working to support families across an area of the Hull.
HUB AROUND THE PARK
—— All of the providers’ logos:

© Action for Children, 2018

A strong focus has been placed on cross sector participation,
particularly childminders. We have some childminders in the city who
have volunteered as ‘Hub Champions’ and are taking an active role in
getting our hubs up and running. Hub Champions will be sharing an
update at our termly briefing session in October.
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The role of the local authority in developing
partnerships with all providers

Top practice tips
DUNNINGTON P.O.P.P.E.Y, CITY OF YORK
—— A Local Area Team member attends meetings.
HULL HUBS
—— L A representative identified schools, settings and children’
in geographical areas to invite to be members of the hubs.
—— Link to the LA Family Information Service is on the North Hull
Childcare Hub website www.thenorthhullchildcarehub.co.uk
DORKING NURSERY SCHOOL AND CHILDREN’S CENTRE
—— Partnership working, all agreeing what the vision
is and taking ownership of it Communication.

—— Are there other partners/tools to help us? E.g. Teaching
Schools/Academy members/Multi Academy Trust
—— Holistic partnership – the whole becomes
greater than the sum of its parts.
Building trusting and respectful relationships
—— Treat one another as equals.
—— Aspire to good role modelling by everyone, at all levels,
demonstrating this in every way – more than words.
—— Recognise each other’s achievements and contributions &
acknowledge that good practice exists in all types of settings.
—— Being honest, actively listen, open conversations.

YORK

Strive for a Holistic Partnership where the whole becomes greater
than the sum of its parts.

Steps to partnership development – LAs

Remember that:

—— What might be our vision & strategy for Partnership
working? How can I secure senior backing for this?
—— What would be the LA role? Who has ownership?
—— How could existing capacity support a model?
—— How should it sit with existing arrangements?
—— Could we test a pilot in first instance? Start small

“Building strong relationships,
where there is trust and
mutual respect for professional
challenge to take place,
takes time – it doesn’t
happen overnight….”
© Action for Children, 2018
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The role of the local authority in developing
partnerships with all providers

Examples of local authority partnership working approaches
SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM
Whilst as a LA we were aware of some good practice, blended
care and effective communication happening between some
provisions, it was clear from provider feedback that there was
room for improvement.
In the past, the LA had run liaison meetings to bring together
providers, however, the streamlining of services resulted in
these LA led meetings no longer being a priority. These meetings
had not previously included childminders.
We felt that the providers would be willing to participate, but
needed some assistance with building initial links and moving
forward with meetings.
To do this we:
1.

Planned the launch event ‘Partners in Excellence’

2. 	Gathered provider information and worked with this to establish
next steps and ensure that we were mindful of them when
carrying out the city vision of locality hubs.
3. 	Actively recruited and encouraged Childminder presence
and participation, both at the launch event and as Hub
Champion representatives.

5. 	Organised table planning to seat providers in locality areas so
that they were able to plan with others in their local area.
6. 	Ensured that Childminder participation was held high on the
agenda in both forums and the importance of their involvement.
7. 	Asked for volunteer ‘Hub Champions’ to take responsibility for
setting up area meetings and making connections with others
8. 	Brought together ‘Hub Champions’ in a meeting to support them
to move forward with the planning of their first meeting
9. 	Requested first meetings to take place within a certain timescale
to ensure a clear focus for all and to maintain momentum.
10. 	Hosted a place on the Southampton City Council website to
advertise future hub meetings
11. 	Promoted the meetings in the monthly ‘Bulletin’ news update
12. 	Supported Champions to make contact with each other
13. 	Will hold a follow up Champions meeting in the autumn term
2018 to provide updates, feedback, peer to peer support, share
ideas, support with next steps etc.

4. 	Actively contacted providers to ensure a balanced
representation from all areas of the city at the
Partnership launch event.

© Action for Children, 2018
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The role of the local authority in developing
partnerships with all providers

TELFORD AND WREKIN LOCAL AUTHORITY
Telford and Wrekin Local Authority Early Years Team used their
Delivery Support Fund (DSF) to develop Early Learning and Childcare
Partnership Hubs across five localities. Events that followed over a
period of an academic year:
—— Site visits to maintained and non-maintained providers
who had expressed an interest in learning more about
Early Learning and Childcare Partnership Hubs.
—— Attendance at Executive Heads’ meetings to share the
vision of Early Learning and Childcare Partnership Hubs.
—— Delivery of a workshop to all Early Years
Foundation Stage Leads to share the benefits
of Partnership working across sectors.
—— Briefing sessions in all five clusters delivered to
providers to tell them about the purpose of Early
Learning and Childcare Partnership Hubs, and the
benefits to parents, children and providers.

—— Volunteer co-ordinators and their early years team link
attended an away morning to address key issues on how
to establish Early Learning and Childcare Partnership
Hubs; what vision and values were important to each
unique hub, what was their mission statement and how
were they going to market their hub were explored.
—— The Action for Children Toolkit has been an
invaluable source of reference and materials.
—— An initial meeting in each Early
Learning and Childcare Partnership
Hub with follow-up support to
ensure any initial teething
problems do not dampen
enthusiasm and enable long
term sustainability.

—— Local authority early years staff were invited to a training
day by Action for Children to consider how vital their role
was to ‘oversee’ the initial development of Partnership
Hubs, allowing volunteer co-ordinators to take the
lead and become sustainable in the longer term.

© Action for Children, 2018
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Provision for children with special
educational needs and disabilities

Top practice tips
YORK
—— Partnership Inclusion Offer to improve parental confidence
to access early years and childcare provision.
DORKING NURSERY SCHOOL AND CHILDREN’S CENTRE
—— Ensuring staff are highly skilled SEND practitioners
to meet the needs of the children.
—— Staff open to learning about ‘what makes each child
tick’ and striving to deliver programmes, support
and an environment to meet their needs.
—— Getting the right other agencies in the setting to advise is key!
—— Timely intervention and support.
—— Interventions that do not always take the children away or
out of the setting have the biggest impact on outcomes.
—— Most skilled practitioner with most vulnerable children.
SHERINGHAM NURSERY SCHOOL AND CHILDREN’S CENTRE
—— Continuous joint partnership working to support parents’
decisions, including support from Nursery School SENCo
—— Flexibility within the partnership to meet the needs of the child
—— Borough wide strategy to provide SEN training

Sheringham parent quote:

“We were stuggling to arrange childcare that would enable our
child to access a nursery place yet still have the home learning
environment. So to find a nursery that works in partnership
with a childminder was something that really did answer all our
problems.
 oney’s service has been outstanding, more than outstanding
H
actually; we are happy and confident with our child being in her
care. The fact that she works closely with the nursery, and that
she is known to them and recommended by others is fantastic!
Honey attends the parent meetings we have with the nursery to
ensure she has the same observations as them. This has made us
feel more confident in using two childcare settings for the 30hrs
as we can see both settings have our child’s best interests at
heart. The blended 30hrs has really helped our family, and without
it my husband and I would have struggled to juggle working life
and family life.”
SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM
—— Involvement of Area SENCos; encouraging and promoting
the benefits of partnership working to support
children with additional needs: sharing of training,
resources, expertise, sharing IEPs and all relevant
documentation to meet children’s additional needs.
Useful resources/links:
—— I CAN resources including Early Talk Boost
—— Contact

© Action for Children, 2018
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Engaging the sector

Schools including Head Teachers,
Governors, MATs and Academies
Top practice tips
HULL HUBS
—— The three Childcare Hubs in Hull have developed around
schools from one particular Academy (Venn Academy
Trust) which is part of Tidal Teaching School Alliance.
The Head Teachers of all the schools have been very
supportive and allows colleagues to meet together based
on a geographical area rather than MAT/Academy.
DUNNINGTON P.O.P.P.E.Y, CITY OF YORK
—— Local school is a key partner, there is only one
school within our partnership area.
DORKING NURSERY SCHOOL AND CHILDREN’S CENTRE
—— Communication with governors, getting them to visit
(monitoring visits) so they have a deeper understanding of
how to challenge and what to challenge – find they have
a more vested interest when they understand more.
SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM
—— We had the support of some schools. Maintained,
private and special during the launch event
and during the initial hub meetings.

Child minders
Top practice tips
DUNNINGTON P.O.P.P.E.Y, CITY OF YORK
—— All local childminders are active partners, the
partnership chair is a childminder.
HULL HUBS
—— The Childcare Hubs have been established in areas
where there are no/few Childminders because there is
no demand for their service in the specific areas.
DORKING NURSERY SCHOOL AND CHILDREN’S CENTRE
—— Working in partnership
—— Offering support and training where we can – at times that suit
—— Being available for childminders during their sessions for
support and advice.
SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM
—— Childminders have been a key focus. We have stressed the
importance of ensuring all partners are equally valued.
HUB AROUND THE PARK, TELFORD
—— We offer opportunities for child minders to access
our Nursery environment particularly, the outside
environment on a regular and planned basis.

© Action for Children, 2018
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Supporting the funded entitlements:
providing a flexible offer for parents

Top practice tips
DUNNINGTON P.O.P.P.E.Y, CITY OF YORK
—— Most partners provide wrap around care with collection
from the local primary school. Childminders collect and
drop off at nurseries according to parental need.
HULL HUBS

HUB AROUND THE PARK, TELFORD
—— We created a Website together for information – to be the
one stop shop for parents: Childcare Hub around the Park
—— Information about all settings/Childminders linked to the hub.
—— Development of video footage of each setting give a flavour.

—— Information regarding funding is displayed on
the North Hull Childcare Hub website with a link
to the LA Family Information Service.

—— Availability of places updated regularly with costs.

—— Each Childcare Hub has a directory of contact details for each
setting. Schools and settings have copies available for parents
and have been linked to school websites as a pdf document.

—— Looking at blended childcare opportunities links with
other providers/looking for availability/space:
Pastoral Care @ Grange Park

—— The North Hull Childcare Hub has a website which is used to
share information about the schools and settings in the area.
—— Settings have been signposting parents to other settings
in the area if they do not offer the 30 hours funding.

—— Childminder development – Information sessions and
training for new childminders – increasing the number

SOUTHAMPTON EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE TEAM
—— Discussions during all events and meetings and in
information packs we have placed an emphasis on
supporting parents to access 30 hours and the importance
of the partnership working between the settings.
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